Flavor Burst

™

CW 194 KEYPAD OVERLAY - AUTO
Keypad Operations: Adjusting Ingredient Concentration,
Alternating Ingredient Timing, & Serving Size Timing
The CW 194 CC8 keypad allow the operator to adjust and set certain keypad operations. The
concentration of ingredients can be adjusted to allow more or less ingredients per serving. When choosing
more than one ingredient for the serving, the operator can adjust the timing in change of ingredients from
one layer to the next. Thus, the operator determines how wide the layers of flavor will be per serving.
Also, the operator can preset the CC8 unit to automatically shut off the flow of ingredients when a particular
serving size is finished dispensing. This allows for consistent serving sizes. Follow the instructions to
adjust and set each keypad operation. Contact your local distributor for more information.

A
A

ADJUSTING INGREDIENT CONCENTRATION

1

Press and hold the ALT TIME ADJ and #2 keys
simultaneously until the keypad lights flash.

2

Select the number of the flavor that is to be adjusted
(1-8).

3

To increase the ingredient concentration (ie, add more
ingredients to the serving), press the LARGE CUP (+)
key. To decrease the concentration (ie, for less
ingredients) press the SMALL CUP (-) key.

4

Repeat steps 2 and 3 to adjust for each flavor that needs
to be adjusted for concentration.

5

Press CANCEL ENTRY to set the adjustments and exit
the mode.

6

Draw a serving to determine if the adjustment is
satisfactory. Repeat this process for each flavor that
needs to be adjusted.
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ADJUSTING ALTERNATING INGREDIENT TIMING

1

Press and hold the #1 and #2 keys simultaneously until
the keypad lights flash.

2

The number of lighted bars in the graph represent the
length of time each layer is dispensed. Use the
following chart to determine the bar graph setting
needed for the desired dispense time for each
ingredient layer.
ALT. INGREDIENT TIMING
1 Light
=
.5 seconds
2 Lights =
.6 seconds
3 Lights =
.7 seconds
4 Lights =
.8 seconds
5 Lights =
1.0 seconds
6 Lights =
1.2 seconds
7 Lights =
1.4 seconds
8 Lights =
1.6 seconds
9 Lights =
1.8 seconds
2.0 seconds
10 Lights =

3

To increase the timing (for wider layers), press the
LARGE CUP (+) key until the correct number of bar
graph lights are lit.

4

To decrease the timing (for more narrow layers), press
the SMALL CUP (-) key until the correct number of bar
graph lights are lit.

NOTE: IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME
ALTERNATING INGREDIENT TIMING HAS BEEN
SET, SET THE TIMING TO ONE LIGHT (.5 SECONDS),
DRAW A SERVING, AND THEN ADJUST THE TIMING FOR
WIDER LAYERS IF NEEDED.

5

Press the Cancel Entry key to set the adjustment and
exit the mode.
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6

Draw a serving to determine if the adjustment is
satisfactory. Repeat this process until the correct
ingredient concentration is achieved.
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SETTING SERVING SIZE TIMING

1

Determine which serving size to adjust. To adjust the
small serving, press the SMALL CUP (-) key. To adjust
the large serving, press the LARGE CUP (+) key. The
medium serving is the default serving size; there is no
key to press so proceed to the next step.

2

Press and hold the ALT TIME ADJ and #1 keys
simultaneously until the keypad lights flash.

3

The number of lighted bars in the graph represent the
length of time the serving is dispensed. Use the
following chart to determine the bar graph setting needed
for the desired serving size time.

4

For a larger serving, press the LARGE CUP (+) key.
For a smaller serving, press the SMALL CUP (-) key
until the correct number of bar graph lights are lit.

6

Repeat this process for each serving size (small,
medium and large) until the correct serving time for
each size is set.

SM / MED SIZE TIMING
1 Light = INFINITE*
2 Lights = 2 seconds
3 Lights = 3 seconds
4 Lights = 4 seconds
5 Lights = 5 seconds
6 Lights = 6 seconds
7 Lights = 7 seconds
8 Lights = 8 seconds
9 Lights = 9 seconds
10 Lights = 10 seconds

LARGE SIZE TIMING
1 Light = INFINITE*
2 Lights = 4 seconds
3 Lights = 5 seconds
4 Lights = 6 seconds
5 Lights = 8 seconds
6 Lights = 10 seconds
7 Lights = 12 seconds
8 Lights = 14 seconds
9 Lights = 16 seconds
10 Lights = 18 seconds

*INFINITE: Ingredients will flow as long as the draw switch is engaged.

NOTE: ENSURE THE CORRECT TIMING CHART IS
USED FOR THE CORRESPONDING SERVING SIZE.

5

Press the Cancel Entry key to set the adjustment and
exit the mode.
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